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All pupils are expected to behave in a responsible manner both to themselves and
to others, showing consideration, courtesy and respect for other people at all
times. The emphasis lies in positive reinforcement and rewards and praise
rather than on sanctions and punishments. Setting and expecting high standards
of behaviour courtesy and mutual respect is our aim.
This policy sets out to address this issue and seeks to reinforce procedures
acceptable to all, with a commitment from all staff to endorse the guidelines.
It is important that the guidelines work towards achieving high standards of
behaviour. Behaviour should be exemplary, relationships are conducive where all
adults associated with the school treat pupils with respect.
Senior staff will provide firm and patient insistence on high standards and will
take practical steps to transmit high expectations to staff and pupils.
It is important to note that the quality of teaching and learning activity has a
direct effect on good behaviour. We aim for lively and stimulating teaching,
quality learning experiences where attention is paid to differentiation and
involvement in interesting activity.
Parents will be regularly informed and will be encouraged in a climate of trust
to feel confident to visit school to discuss difficulties of their own volition.
Open discussion will be encouraged and solutions will be sought together, to
identify and diffuse potential behavioural and emotional problems.
The ethos of the school is central in establishing and maintaining high
standards of
behaviour.

HEMPSTALLS COUNTY PRIMARY SCHOOL
"WE AIM FOR THE BEST FOR OUR CHILDREN"
Behaviour and Discipline Policy

1) Rationale
There is a need for the school to have a whole school approach to behaviour that
all staff , children and parents are aware of. The school is adopting a whole
school approach to pastoral and disciplinary issues. There will be an on going
process of training to help all staff deal effectively with behaviour and
discipline. All members of staff accept their responsibility for establishing
and teaching acceptable codes of behaviour and for the use of rewards and
sanctions.
2) Purpose
The school has codes of behaviour which are made aware to both the pupils and
their parents. This will ensure that everyone in the school is working to the
same standards and fully understands them.
The majority of children who experience behavioural or emotional difficulty in
school will have these dealt with in school if this is possible. For those
children who require additional help the support services will be brought into
advise. These will be the
Educational Psychology Service;
Education welfare ;
Special Needs Support Services
and the Social Services.
Throughout school life we are seeking to develop positive attitudes, bolstering
the self esteem of pupils and establishing school and education as being of
value. This is hoped to be achieved through friendly internal competition where
children can achieve and gain recognition. Trophies and certificates are awarded
for effort as well as achievement. Work is also displayed for wider audiences.
A system of teams and stickers encourage children to both compete and to cooperate in earning recognition for themselves and their peers.
We are very keen to involve families in all aspects of the child’s education academic, social and moral. The social skills and standards of behaviour which
we teach our children need to be perpetuated in their home lives as well as in
school.

3) Guidelines
The attached list is devised to be useful to the staff in dealing with all
forms of behaviour
and discipline they may encounter in school. These guidelines are there to
serve as practical help to all staff.
The attached procedures are there for all staff to follow in a consistent
manner.
4) Monitoring
The guidelines will be regularly by all staff and will be reported on at staff
meetings termly. The working party established for the procedures will meet
termly to assess their success. The policy and guidelines will be formally
reviewed annually.
5) Conclusions
The Policy will be linked with the School's Mission Statement Aims and Equal
Opportunities policy.

Procedures adopted in school for dealing with good and bad behaviour
The procedures below are to encourage the children to show signs of
good behaviour.
1) Team points
These would be awarded for good work and good behaviour. Normally one point
would be given but in exceptional circumstances two points would be given.
Children from the same family to be kept in tbe same team.
A team assembly to be held once a term while other children are in a
whole school assembly.
Teachers to be leaders of a particular colour:
Red -- Mrs Adams -- Mrs Gorton -- Mrs Hordern -- Mrs King
Yellow -- Mrs Beardmore --Mrs Walton -- Mrs Hopwood -- Mr Mitchell
Blue --Mrs Walker -- Mrs Burton -- Mr Hopwood
Green -- Mr Bowers -- Mrs Emery -- Mrs Jeffries -- Mr Hall -Mr Cooper
2) My Sticker Book
Stickers to be given for work and behaviour.
Three types of stickers a) W ell Done b) Tried Hard c) Quiet ,
When the stickers are given out these would then be stuck into the child’s
Sticker Book.
Once the child had filled a page they would take the sticker book to a special
assembly on Friday. The child would then be congratulated in front of the
school.
Once the child's book had been completed they would then be given a certificate
to take home and school pencil and a letter to their parents to tell them of
their achievement.
It would be the child’s responsibility to look after the book and place the
stickers in it.
3) Friday Special Assembly
This is a time when the children are congratulated in front of the school for
work and good behaviour shown during the week. It is a time to talk about the
good things going on in the school and to highlight certain people.

The procedures below are to help deal effectively with unacceptable behaviour.
1) Class Behaviour Book
This book is kept by all teachers and incidents of behaviour unacceptable to the
teacher are recorded in them.
The teachers should record all incidents and the action taken by them.
Once three incidents have been recorded the book should then be shown to the key
Stage Co-ordinator who will then together with the class teacher speak to the
parents concerning the incident.
If another incident occurs the teacher will then show the book to the Deputy
Head who will take appropriate action and again contact the parents to talk
about the incidents.
If another incident occurs the Head Teacher will be informed and will take
appropriate measures. These will include a number of different courses of action
which could include Suspension and possible Exclusion.
2) Individual Behaviour Book
With some children there might be a need to start an individual Behaviour book
where specific targets and rewards are agreed with the particular child. The
parents would always be informed of this action.

3) Lunchtime Behaviour Book
This is kept by the dinner ladies in charge of the Infant and Junior yards. A
child's name is entered in the book if a child has shown unacceptable behaviour.
Once the child has been entered into the book three times a letter will be sent
from the Head teacher explaining that if another incident occurs the parents
will have to come into school to see the Deputy Head.
On this occasion the deputy head will inform the parents that if another
incident occurs the child will be suspended from lunch for a period of a week.
If the child returns after this suspension and is involved in a further incident
they will be suspended for a further two weeks. If a further incident occurs the
child will be suspended until the end of that
term.

HEMPSTALLS PRIMARY SCHOOL
"We aim for the best for our children"
Rules we expect the children to follow
“Always do Your best”

“ Always be nice to others”

1)

You must always walk.

2)

You must behave sensibly at all times.

3)

Use the cloakrooms

4)

Everyone must go out to play and you are only allowed to stay inside
school if directed by a teacher.

5)

Play properly in the playground and if allowed on the grass do not
damage plants or trees.

6)

Put all litter in the bins provided.

7)

Try to arrive at school not before 8.40am and not after 8.50am.

8)

Do not bring valuable items to school.

9)

We do not want to see the following items in school.
a)Chewing/bubble gum
b)Balloons
c)Knives
d)Balls of any kind
e)Glass bottles

10)

Do not wear jewellery.

11)

All clothes should be clearly marked with your name.

12)

Good Behaviour is important at all times.

13)

When in the dining room you should sit still and eat nicely.

14)

You should always listen and respond to all staff in the school.

properly.

Guidelines for teachers
Teachers make use of an extensive range of management skills in establishing an
ordered, calm and purposeful school and classroom climate where misbehaviour is
unacceptable to other pupils, rather than enforcing standards of behaviour by
the use of authority alone. Many teachers employ these management skills almost
instinctively, and in their individual and distinctive ways. The following
guidelines are supported by all members of staff.
Climate and atmosphere
Good order

- worked for as opposed to just happening
- set high standards
- apply rules firmly and fairly

Respect

- expect to give and receive respect
- respect every person
- treat everyone as an individual

Relationships

- between everyone at every level
- everyone takes the initiative to:
greet and be greeted;
smile and relate;
communicate.

Success

- breeds success - failure breeds failure
- indicated by the way problems are dealt with, not by the
absence of problems

Positive reaction -

avoid confrontation
listen
establish the facts
judge only when certain
use punishment only in the last resort

Privilege

- a useful tool
- its removal is an effective strategy

Problems
test

- are a normal aspect of everyday life for many pupils who
the boundaries of acceptable behaviour

Respecting the
environment

- cleanliness
- attractive rooms, corridors, grounds are everyone’s
responsibility
- quality in surroundings
- displays should be attractive, directing and have visual

impact

About the school

- make the most of informal contact and enjoy it
- high standards of speech, conduct and dress
- attend to small matters of detail .

In the classroom

- create and sustain a positive supportive and secure

environment. Well prepared, stimulating lessons, generate
good behaviour and earn respect:
arrive before the class and begin on time;
be prepared for the lesson;
keep everyone occupied and interested;
extend and motivate all pupils;
mark all work, promptly and constructively;
encourage creative dialogue:
keep an attractive, clean and tidy room:
maintain interesting wall displays;
use first names.
Maintaining

- insist on acceptable standards of behaviour , work and
respect
- apply school rules uniformly
- work to agreed procedures
- follow problems to their conclusion
The majority conform and are co-operative
Deal immediately with the few who present problems
- establish authority firmly and calmly
- separate the problem from the person
When a problem which cannot be readily resolved has to be
referred to someone else, make sure that it is pursued to a
satisfactory conclusion.

Do all you can
to avoid

-

- humiliating - it breeds resentment
shouting - it diminishes you
over reacting - the problems will grow
blanket punishment - the innocent will resent it
over-punishment - never punish what is not proved
sarcasm - it damages you

Do all you can
to

- use humours - it builds bridges
- keep calm - it reduces tensions
- listen - it earns respect
- be positive and build relationships
- know your pupils as individuals
- carry out any threats you have to make
- be consistent
- always apply school rules positively
Sanctions and punishments
Consider

-

reprimand
change of seat
repeat of work
withdrawal of privilege
additional work
referral
communication with other staff
consultation with parents
recording behaviour

Emergencies

- in an emergency escort the offender to the most accessible
senior member of staff. If the class cannot be left, send

a
reliable pupil with a message to a senior member of staff.

Sanctions
Behaviour problems which are not solved by the Rules, Praise, Ignoring approach
will necessitate the use of sanctions. The methods recommended treat behaviour
problems as mistakes rather than sins and take a positive approach in
emphasising to pupils what they should have done rather than harping on about
what the pupil did wrong.. Only sanctions which are immediately available to the
class teacher are likely to be effective. Sanctions which involve delayed
detentions or referrals may allow time for the situation to get worse. The
sanctions below form a continuum so that teachers do not over react to minor
problems and do not under react to major problems.
The motivational challenge This indicates to the pupils what behaviour you want
from them, it enlists them in a commitment to try to behave in this way and it
expresses confidence in them E.g. Katie, I know you find it difficult to stick
to the rule about putting your hand up, but I want you to do your best to do
that in this lesson. do you think you can do that? Well I think you can do it
so do your best. Having used a challenge, the teacher must make frequent use of
praise to reward the pupil’s efforts.
Ignore/reward Using this procedure the teacher ignores the inappropriate
behaviour and instead praises pupils who are close to the “target” pupil and who
are behaving correctly. This procedure may need to be repeated several times.
Once the “target” pupil responds by behaving correctly the praise should be used
to reinforce the appropriate behaviour.
Positive reprimands This tells the pupils what mistake they are making and what
they should do instead. It does not involve nagging or scolding. It should be
stern but not threatening or provoking. The teacher should approach the pupil
to a distance of about two metres. Attention should be gained and the problem
behaviour should be described. The alternative and appropriate behaviour should
be described, echoing the specific rule. Opportunities should be found to
praise the pupil in the rest of the lesson.
Warnings and separation Warnings and separation should only be used when other
approaches have failed. The teacher should approach the pupil to a distance of
about two metres and briefly describe the mistake the pupil is making, echoing
the appropriate rule. the pupil should be told that she or he will be moved to
a separate seat if the rule is not followed. If the rule is not followed, the
pupil should be moved for a short period. If the rule is followed the pupil
should be praised as often as possible.
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Positive Classroom Management
Rules - Praise - Ignoring
Rules, Praise, Ignoring (RPI) is a classroom management approach for dealing

with social and academic behaviour problems. The approach has been extensively
researched over the last twenty years, e.g. Madsen et al. (1968).
Frankland et al. (1984)
The approach is based upon the simple premise that pupils who continue to
misbehave do so because they receive some sort of reward or pay-off for their
misbehaviour. This may often be in the form of attention from an adult or
recognition from peers. By setting a small number of rules which are positive,
reasonable and easy to understand, by praising as much as possible the pupils
who follow these rules, by ignoring minor infractions and reprimanding only when
necessary, good behaviour can be reinforce and the rewards for misbehaviour
minimised.
Rules should be clear and positive so that pupils understand what is expected of
them rather than emphasising what they are not supposed to do, e.g. put up your
hand to answer a question rather than do not shout out the answers. Rules
should be explained and their importance should be discussed with the pupils.
Rules should be reviewed
regularly and where appropriate should be discussed with the pupils. Rules
should be reviewed regularly and where appropriate revised or replaced. where
possible pupils should be encouraged to suggest rules themselves, perhaps in
response to a specific problem, e.g. how can we ensure that everyone gets a fair
chance to answer questions?
Praise should be used as much as possible with those children who are following
the rules. When praise is used the most appropriate rule should be echoed in
the praise, e.g. “Well done, you put up your hand to answer the question”
Minor infractions of rules should be ignored but when a reprimand is required
the appropriate rule should be specified, e.g. Daniel, the rule is to put up
your hand to answer a question. The number of reprimands should be far
outweighed by the number of instances when praise is used.
When behaviour is satisfactory a simple reward may be used, e.g. a five minute
quiz at the end of a lesson. After a few weeks these rewards should be used
only intermittently and when behaviour is exceptionally good.

